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# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think this is great if it takes mountain bikers away from the existing dyemill trails I use for
walking my dogs

1/2/2021 11:26 PM

2 Picknick benches and shelter and floodlights for using pump track in winter 1/2/2021 11:23 PM

3 This would be great as our islands kids have to travel and stay overnight to Use mainland
facilities

1/2/2021 11:16 PM

4 It will be beneficial for all mountain bikers and safer to have one designated area away from
walkers and riders.

1/2/2021 9:51 PM

5 It is an awesome idea 1/2/2021 9:48 PM

6 I don’t mountain bike but would give it a go on a site like this. I don’t think there’s anywhere
else on Arran safe to practice as a beginner

12/20/2020 10:36 PM

7 I like that it the cycle trails will give cyclists somewhere to use away from the busy dog
walking trails

12/20/2020 10:33 PM

8 Is there room to expand further in the future? 12/20/2020 10:27 PM

9 Wholly supportive of this type of facility. There are limited sports and active lifestyle
facilities within easy access on Arran. I believe this will help increase access, opportunity
and inclusivity for the young people of Arran.

12/11/2020 6:17 AM

10 Ahsmbc is cool, I love mountain biking with them 12/5/2020 7:30 PM

11 As above, ban road lice. fix roads, send lice to tracks and mainland :) 12/4/2020 10:01 PM

12 I hope this gives cyclists trails separate to the existing multi user paths Can I run on the
MTB trails?

12/4/2020 9:46 PM

13 This is really great! 12/4/2020 9:28 PM

14 I think this is great 12/4/2020 8:21 PM

15 I think it will be good because it will give mountain bikers a space to bike. Taking off the
walking path.

12/4/2020 8:20 PM

16 I think its a great idea and will benefit the children on arran massively 12/4/2020 8:18 PM

17 It would be a fantastic development and i am sure it would be well used 12/4/2020 4:44 PM

18 no 12/4/2020 2:12 PM

19 Nope 12/3/2020 10:43 PM

20 No 12/3/2020 7:27 PM

21 This sounds like an amazing project and I can’t wait for it! 12/3/2020 1:34 PM

22 no 12/3/2020 10:39 AM

23 No 12/3/2020 8:06 AM

24 Has there been any thought towards further trails or developing this in the future? 12/2/2020 11:06 PM

25 No 12/2/2020 10:18 PM

26 No 12/2/2020 7:47 PM

27 No 12/2/2020 3:55 PM

28 Nah 12/2/2020 3:50 PM

29 No 12/2/2020 11:08 AM

30 Undecided until I can understand a, precisely where this is planned relative to current
walkers trails. b, until it is confirmed that this will reduce or do away with current cycle
traffic on walkers trails.

12/2/2020 9:43 AM

31 Great idea, hope this goes ahead 12/1/2020 7:02 PM

32 Nothing 12/1/2020 4:22 PM

33 No 12/1/2020 12:55 AM

34 Can we get a better map please, we would like to see if this is going to interfere with the 12/1/2020 12:05 AM
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existing Dyemill circular track, nwhich is not showed on the map.

35 Great idea 11/30/2020 9:29 PM

36 Would definitely use think its a great idea for community and kids 11/30/2020 7:44 PM

37 Access to this needs to be off of existing paths. 11/30/2020 7:41 PM

38 Do this project on School property or behind the school in those hills not in an area where
there are many dogs that daily use this proposed area.

11/30/2020 6:23 PM

39 Would spoil the area 11/30/2020 5:01 PM

40 I think this is an absolutely fantastic proposal and would be very well utilised by islanders
and toutists. Could maybe think about having an area for snacks, changing room and
suchlike.

11/30/2020 4:54 PM

41 My dog says bark off 11/30/2020 4:00 PM

42 I MTB in the area each week and the main route back to the Carpark is a multi used trail
shared with dog walkers. Sometimes dogs are off The lead and not always under control. It
would be good to safely separate these user groups and have an independent MTB route
back down to the Carpark.

11/29/2020 4:24 PM

43 Nope 11/29/2020 2:17 PM

44 Happy to donate for use of pumptrack. 11/28/2020 6:18 PM

45 If this replaces existing walking routes I do not support it. If it separates walking routes and
MTB routes I do support it.

11/28/2020 6:16 PM

46 Great work on keeping the trails in good condition, great trails for all levels of riders. Well
done 

11/27/2020 9:17 PM

47 No 11/27/2020 9:07 PM

48 I love the idea of this 11/27/2020 12:33 AM

49 Very exciting opportunity for the community and it would be fabulous to see 11/26/2020 7:44 PM

50 As above this loop is so picturesque and accessible for low level walkers please do not take
it away.

11/26/2020 7:43 PM

51 It sounds like a great facility that would encourage new cyclists and allow experienced
cyclists to I.prove their skills

11/26/2020 2:58 PM

52 No 11/25/2020 4:31 PM

53 Great range of activities to encourage healthy outdoor lifestyles 11/25/2020 10:01 AM

54 No 11/24/2020 10:41 PM

55 Just that I think it’s a great idea 11/24/2020 9:48 PM

56 Amazing initiative, well done. The Arran children and young adults will love this. 11/24/2020 7:05 PM

57 I welcome this project. It will be well used and serves to address social and health priorities
at local and national level. It will prove to be a fantastic community asset for our young
people and for visitors to Arran. 100% support.

11/24/2020 7:02 PM

58 GREAT WORK !!!! 11/24/2020 4:19 PM

59 Good luck 11/24/2020 2:06 PM

60 'Mon the bikes!! 11/24/2020 11:03 AM

61 N/a 11/24/2020 1:19 AM

62 No 11/23/2020 11:02 PM

63 No thanks 11/23/2020 9:10 PM

64 no 11/23/2020 8:56 PM

65 Lewrob1888@gmail.com drop me a email about volunteering 11/23/2020 8:41 PM

66 Naw 11/23/2020 8:17 PM

67 N/A 11/23/2020 8:02 PM
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68 Good luck with the project! 11/23/2020 7:48 PM

69 . 11/23/2020 7:47 PM

70 I fully support this project 11/23/2020 7:47 PM

71 This sounds like a fantastic resource for young people on Arran, not just for cycling but also
in terms of the learning opportunities in the development and maintenance involved. Fully
support this. Would hope that access for walkers would not be affected/taken into
consideration.

11/23/2020 7:43 PM

72 No 11/23/2020 7:42 PM

73 Great idea and would be well used. Kids spend too much time on games consoles and
phones, this would definitely get them out more and I would love to get some bikes out on
the pump track!

11/23/2020 7:33 PM

74 No 11/23/2020 7:09 PM

75 I am really looking forward to see this idea go ahead. 11/23/2020 6:36 PM

76 There are already plenty of areas to learn bike skills on Arran. There are also already plenty
of tracks /areas to cycle, at all levels off-road. This isnyet another waste of money. It is a
barely hidden ruse aimed not at helping Islanders but at drawing , yet more, cyclists from
the mainland.

11/23/2020 5:59 PM

77 Will this project interfere with the existing paths in the Dyemill area. If so, I am dead against
it.

11/23/2020 5:58 PM

78 This project would be a fantastic addition to the cycling experience on Arran especially for
getting youngsters into the sport in a safe environment.

11/23/2020 4:55 PM

79 Get it done 11/23/2020 4:42 PM

80 This will completly ruin a beautiful ad peaceful place. Please buy a field to build it in. 11/23/2020 4:38 PM

81 Please leave our diminishing forest paths for leisurely walks where dogs can be off leash
safely without fear of bikes bombing round the corner and crashing into us. This area is very
popular with walkers and we use it every day. I have no objection to cyclists having trails
but please don’t it them in a designated area that is ocular with dog walkers and easily
accessible to those of us who may now be less mobile than before. This area is perfect for
easier walks in pleasant surroundings. Cyclists could surely go that wee bit further ?

11/23/2020 4:34 PM

82 As a cyclist/mtber myself, I think this is a fantastic idea for otherwise under utilised areas! I
would take my child often as there is nowhere else on Arran suitable for especially young
children.

11/23/2020 4:30 PM

83 Good luck 11/23/2020 4:12 PM

84 AHS MBC is a fantastic group. Might be good to get involved with Cycling without age for
another inter generational aspect to the club.

11/23/2020 4:08 PM

85 Great idea. I am probably too old to take up skateboarding or resume roller skating, but
would have loved this facility when I was younger.

11/23/2020 3:46 PM

86 Think it is a great idea for a growing sport on the island 11/23/2020 2:30 PM

87 A great opportunity for all. Thank you for sharing the invitation to contribute. 11/23/2020 2:04 PM

88 Would be a great asset to Arran and I’d love to see it go ahead 11/23/2020 1:59 PM

89 I think it woud lbe amazing if Arran got its own MTB trails and pumptrack. we go to the
mainland to do this stuff and i would like it if i could do it here too.

11/23/2020 1:57 PM

90 O 11/23/2020 1:35 PM

91 Great idea and would attract many folk. 11/23/2020 1:33 PM

92 Great idea and would attract many folk. 11/23/2020 1:32 PM

93 Great idea and would attract many folk. 11/23/2020 1:28 PM

94 Best wishes and good luck with your proposal 11/23/2020 1:06 PM

95 As well as myself, my two young children and wife would also use it. 11/23/2020 12:04 PM

96 . 11/23/2020 11:52 AM
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97 Good luck! 11/23/2020 11:41 AM

98 N/A 11/23/2020 10:40 AM

99 This is a fantastic project! 11/23/2020 10:38 AM

100 No 11/23/2020 10:34 AM

101 No 11/23/2020 10:24 AM

102 Fantastic idea. My youngest son is already hooked with the mountain bike club. 11/23/2020 10:19 AM

103 Great project, look forward to it. Good luck and I’ll help any way I can :-) 11/23/2020 9:49 AM

104 A brilliant idea 11/23/2020 9:27 AM

105 n/a 11/23/2020 9:03 AM

106 This is a fantastic opportunity for all - whether young or old. It is accessible, which is good.
Young people will get the chance to be responsible citizens and also exercise, hugely
important when we are worried about obesity and the associated health problems it causes.

11/23/2020 8:37 AM

107 I think this is a great idea for pupils and the wider community. Much safer having a
designated area for cyclists away from the roads.

11/23/2020 8:35 AM

108 My children loves MTB and it's always better when they have place to ride 11/23/2020 8:34 AM

109 No. But great idea and job though. 11/23/2020 8:32 AM


